21st March 2020

Dear League Supporters,
We have all been on a roller coaster the last week or two with the situation regarding
coronavirus changing daily.
When we put out the information regarding a virtual League event we did not know
that four days later all gyms would be required to close, and from today all
opportunity to film would be lost. This gave only a small window to get filming done.
We also know that many clubs thought this a great idea and did film immediately we
made the announcement. This gave their competitors a boost following the
cancellation of all other events.
So we hope we have come up with a compromise to satisfy all of our League
competitors.
Our latest idea is to run a free Virtual League Test Event. Every club that entered
Burgess Hill will have their entry refunded. The entry portal will re open to all clubs
and any club that did undertake filming of routines and passes is asked to enter the
test event free of charge. This also includes clubs that didn’t enter Burgess Hill, but
may have done some filming anyway.
This event will enable us to stress test the system.
We have already devised a remote judging process where routines can be judged in
the comfort of judges homes and in isolation online, and are currently working on the
best method to enter the event and upload routines and passes.
Thanks to the League Events Team who have been working hard to make this
possible.
For those that enter, they will be judged, results will be published, routines put on line
and this will constitute our very first virtual competition.
What we can’t now follow through on in the name of fairness is the allocation of
League points or medals for the event. As the event is free, we ask that clubs might
honour their competitors in some way if they place in the top three in their event.
If the test event is successful, we may have one in the future for all clubs to enter as
part of our provision. It would provide a possibility to have an event that incurs no
cost to you, other than a modest entry fee with all travel and accommodation costs
eliminated.

We hope you will agree that we have found a compromise and hope that your
competitors who did manage to film some footage and enter will be excited to be
making League history.
We will shortly give you information on how to enter the test event.
Thank you for your continued support.

Sue, Wayne & Andrew
League Facilitation Team
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